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ABSTRACT 
The future Beyond 3G wireless systems will be characterized 
by the coexistence of multiple Radio Access Technologies. In 
these heterogeneous systems, the coordinated use of the 
common radio resources is a challenging task, and efficient 
Joint Radio Resource Management (JRRM) techniques that 
guarantee adequate satisfaction levels to all users and 
maximize the system revenue need to be designed. To 
achieve the optimal solution to each situation, JRRM 
decisions are based on an increasing number of parameters 
and variables, and a key aspect in the design of these JRRM 
techniques is to achieve good computational performance to 
be applied in real hardware systems. This paper proposes a 
novel JRRM technique based on linear programming 
optimization, and its real-time computational cost is 
analysed to evaluate its implementation feasibility. In this 
study, DSPs commonly used in mobile base stations are 
considered to demonstrate its potential to be employed in 
Beyond 3G heterogeneous systems. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

There is a wide consensus in the research community that 
Beyond 3G wireless networks will be characterized by the 
coexistence and cooperation of a wide variety of Radio 
Access Technologies (RATs) with diverse but also 
complementary technical characteristics. This seamless 
integrated environment will allow network operators to 
better accomplish with the diverse and each time more 
demanding user requirements by means of a coordinate 
management of the common available radio resources 
usually referred as Joint Radio Resource Management 
(JRRM). In this context, the main challenge of the research 
community is the design of JRRM policies ensuring the 
RAT interoperability. The JRRM policies must decide for 
each incoming call the RAT over which it will be conveyed 
(RAT selection) and the number of radio resources within 
the selected RAT (intra-RAT RRM) that will be necessary to 
satisfy the user Quality of Service (QoS) requests. 
Furthermore, the JRRM policy should be capable to 
dynamically adapt to the current operating conditions, for 
example system load and multimedia user distribution, with 
the aim of providing adequate QoS levels to users while 
achieving maximum system revenue. 

The JRRM concept, also referred as Common Radio 
Resource Management (CRRM), is defined by the 3GPP in 
[1], where also protocol and architecture solutions are 
proposed. The majority of studies only tackle the RAT 
selection dilemma when investigating JRRM policies. For 
example, [2] mapped the RAT selection dilemma into the 
competition between species model. In this context, each 
RAT adapts some parameters (price and support bandwidth) 
according to its current system conditions in order to attract 
or dismiss users from accessing this network. In [3], a RAT 
selection algorithm that assigns the user to the most suitable 
RAT is proposed. The RAT suitability is based on the current 
RAT load and a pre-established load threshold, which are 
empirically calculated with the aim of achieving the 
maximum throughput gain.  
On the other hand, a proposal to jointly address the RAT 
selection and intra-RAT RRM dilemmas has been proposed 
in [4]. The proposed JRRM algorithm is based on neural 
networks and fuzzy logic, and simultaneously determines 
the most appropriate RAT and bit rate allocation considering 
among other factors the user QoS constraints. However, the 
proposed JRRM technique does not establish the number of 
radio resources that has to be assigned to each user. In this 
context, the work reported in [5] proposed a novel JRRM 
proposal that simultaneously assigns to each user an 
adequate combination of RAT and number of radio 
resources within such RAT to guarantee the user/service 
QoS requirements. This technique is based on linear 
programming and optimization techniques, and its potential 
to be applied in heterogeneous wireless systems was 
demonstrated in [5]. 
Given that JRRM decisions are based on an increasing 
number of variables and data, the JRRM processing time is 
becoming an important factor that can determine the 
feasibility of implementing the proposed techniques in real 
hardware systems.  This is particularly the case for 
techniques looking for optimal or suboptimal solutions with 
powerful optimization tools such as those reported in [4] and 
[5]. In addition, the majority of studies in the mobile 
communication field are based on computer simulation, and 
few of them evaluate the computational cost of novel 
proposals in real systems. To the author’s knowledge, there 
are currently no published studies of the real-time hardware 
computational cost of advanced JRRM policies, in particular 



of JRRM policies jointly addressing the RAT selection and 
intra-RAT RRM dilemmas. In this context, this work 
investigates for the first time the real-time performance of 
the proposed JRRM technique in real systems with the aim 
of analysing its implementation feasibility. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Next section 
presents the JRRM proposal that is analysed, and its system 
and QoS performance. Section 3 briefly describes the linear 
programming resolution tools employed to solve the JRRM 
dilemma, while the hardware platform employed to 
investigate the computational cost of the proposed 
techniques is presented in Section 4. Finally, the real-time 
computational performance of the JRRM policy is presented 
in Section 5.  

2. JRRM TECHNIQUE 

The JRRM technique analysed in this work [5] is aimed at 
deciding the optimal RAT and number of radio resources 
within this RAT that should be assigned to each active user 
in a heterogeneous system according to the current load 
system conditions and service requirements. In this context, 
the JRRM technique exploits the QoS/resource flexibility 
offered by different services in a multimedia framework to 
achieve maximum system revenue while guaranteeing 
adequate QoS satisfaction level to users; this work considers 
a heterogeneous system composed by GPRS, EDGE, and 
HSDPA with email, web and real-time video users. 
To achieve the optimal solution to the common radio 
resource distribution problem, the definition of the JRRM 
technique is based on linear programming and optimization 
techniques. The linear programming tools, which are 
presented in Section 3, achieve the optimal solution to 
problems modelled by means of linear equations. In this 
context, the objective of the JRRM problem, and the system 
and services conditions that restrict the optimum solution to 
the problem have to be expressed as linear functions. 

 
2.1 MAXILOU technique 

 
The designed JRRM technique carries out the distribution of 
the radio resources based on a user fairness policy: the 
technique tries to provide similar, and highest possible, 
satisfaction levels for all users in the heterogeneous system 
and only when it is not possible due to radio resource 
shortage, service priorities will be applied. In this work, the 
user satisfaction is represented by utility values that 
indentify the RAT and the number of radio resources within 
this RAT needed per service class to achieve certain user 
QoS satisfaction levels. To establish these utility values, the 
utility functions depicted in Figure 1 were previously 
defined for the considered services [5]. These utility 
functions try to express the perceived user satisfaction as 
link quality varies; the utility functions are based on user 
throughput for web and email transmissions, and on the 
percentage of correctly transmitted frames for real-time 
video services. The definition of the utility functions shown 
in Figure 1 is based on the QoS satisfaction thresholds 
established in Table 1. It is important to highlight that users 

do not perceive a non-null utility value until its minimum 
QoS value is satisfied. Furthermore, the web and email 
utility between minimum and maximum QoS requirements 
linearly grow with the experienced throughput, while for 
real-time video users, the utility increases with the 
percentage of transmitted frames is slow until a high 
percentage of correctly transmitted frames is achieved given 
that an acceptable video quality requires a high percentage 
of correctly received video frames [6]. This definition has 
been established to guarantee the high demanding 
requirements of real-time services.  
Once the utility functions are established, it is then 
necessary to relate the utility values with the different radio 
resources assignments. To establish this relation, the 
throughput achieved by each RAT and number of radio 
resources combination is considered. The simulated radio 
access technologies implement Link Adaptation or Adaptive 
Modulation and Coding schemes that dynamically vary the 
used transmission mode. In this case, it is difficult to 
estimate the throughput that could be achieved with a given 
number of radio resources, and an intermediate transmission 
mode providing a balance between data rates and error 
protection has been selected in each RAT to estimate the 
throughput. In particular, the coding scheme CS2 and the 
modulation and coding scheme MCS5 providing 13.4 and 
22.4 kbps respectively have been selected for a timeslot in 
GPRS and EDGE. In HSDPA, various transmission modes 
can be defined per assigned code. To achieve the sought data 
rate/error correction balance, the selected transmission rate 
per assigned HSDPA code corresponds to that achieved by 
the ‘intermediate’ transmission mode out of all possible 

 Min. QoS Mean QoS Max. QoS 
WWW 32kbps 64kbps 128kbps 
Email 16kbps 32kbps 64kbps 
Established utility values 0.95/4 0.95/2 0.95 
H.263 video 75% 95% 100% 
Established utility values 0.95/4 0.95/2 1 

Table 1 – User QoS levels per traffic service. 
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Figure 1 – Utility functions per traffic service. 



modes for a given number of HSDPA codes. This work 
considers the transmission modes defined in the CQI 
(Channel Quality Indicator) mapping table for User 
Equipment category 10 [7]. In the example shown in Table 
2, the intermediate transmission modes would correspond to 
CQI value 3 for 1 HSDPA code, and CQI 8 for 2 HSDPA 
codes. Table 3 shows an example of the final utility values 
achieved for the real-time 64 kbps H.263 video users with 
the RAT/resources combination shown in increasing 
throughput order. In this table, the resources/RAT 
combination is denoted as xY, corresponding to x radio 
resources (timeslots or codes) from RAT Y (GPRS is 
represented as G, EDGE as E, and HSDPA as H). It is 
interesting to note that certain RAT/resources combinations 
cannot achieve utility values greater than zero. 
Once the utility values have been established, the JRRM 
problem can be modelled. To achieve its final objective, the 
JRRM technique seeks to maximize the lowest utility value 
assigned to a user in a common radio resources distribution 
round. Therefore, the JRRM technique is referred as 
MAXILOU (MAXImise LOwest Utility), and its objective 
function is expressed as follows:  

where uj represents the utility value assigned to user j in a 
common radio resources distribution round, and N 
corresponds to the total system user load. Under equal 
service and operative constraints, (1) is achieved when 
utility values are equally distributed among users according 
to the JRRM objective of the problem. In order to apply 
linear programming tools, (1) has to be expressed as a linear 
equation. To this aim, a new real variable denoted as z and 
equal to the smallest utility value assigned to a user is 

defined, which results in the following objective function: 

Due to the fact that utility values assigned to users can only 
take specific values within a finite set, uj is expressed as 
shown in (3). 

In where, )( rr
j su  represents the utility value obtained by 

user j when assigned s radio resources (codes or timeslots) of 
RAT r (r is equal to 0, 1 or 2 for GPRS, EDGE and HSDPA 
respectively), and s ∈ [1,cr] with cr corresponding to the 
maximum number of radio resources available at each RAT. 

sr
jy , is a binary variable equal to one if user j is assigned s 

radio resources of RAT r, and equal to 0 if not. Therefore, 
MAXILOU focuses on deciding for each user which 

sr
jy , variable is equal to one, considering that only 

sr
jy , variables achieving a utility value greater than zero are 

allowed. With the defined objective function, Mixed Integer 
Linear Programming (MIP) mechanisms that will be 
presented in Section 3 can be applied to solve the JRRM 
problem.  
Once the basic objective function has been established, the 
problem statement must be completed with some system and 
service constraints. The first one is derived from the 
expression (3). In this expression, it is important to note that 
only one sr

jy ,  variable can be equal to one for each user, 
which is expressed in (4). 

Under high system loads, (4) might not be feasible due to 
the limited radio resource availability, which is expressed in 
constraint (5).  

In these scenarios, the number of users requesting resources 
will be reduced so that (4) and (5) are satisfied.  
Each time a new user requests access to the system or a 
transmission ends, the JRRM radio resources distribution is 
performed among all active users. In this case, a minimum 
QoS level will be guaranteed to active real-time video users 
that were assigned resources in the previous JRRM 
distribution round. These real-time video users will compete 
for additional resources with other users. This condition is 
expressed in (6). 

where rs
E  represents the ordinal number corresponding to 

the assignment of s radio resources in RAT r when the 
possible radio resource assignments are put in increasing 
transmission rate order. Similarly, Emin represents the ordinal 
number of the radio resource assignment satisfying the 
minimum QoS level. 
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CQI 
value 

Data Rate 
(kbps) 

Code
s 

CQI 
value 

Data Rate 
(kbps) Codes

1 68.5 1 6 230.5 1 
2 86.5 1 7 325 2 
3 116.5 1 8 396 2 
4 158.5 1 9 465.5 2 
5 188.5 1    

Table 2 – Extract of HSDPA CQI Mapping Table for UE 
Category 10. 
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Data 
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Utility 
value 

Res./ 
RAT 

Data 
rate 

(kbps)

Utility 
 value 

Res./ 
RAT 

Data 
rate 

(kbps)

Utility
 value

1G 13.4 0.0000 4E 89.6 0.2983 3H 741 1.0000
1E 22.4 0.0000 7G 93.8 0.3127 4H 1139.5 1.0000
2G 26.8 0.0000 8G 107.2 0.3532 5H 2332 1.0000
3G 40.2 0.0000 5E 112 0.3654 7H 4859.5 1.0000
2E 44.8 0.0000 1H 116.5 0.3775 8H 5709 1.0000
4G 53.6 0.0000 6E 134.4 0.4350 10H 7205.5 1.0000
5G 67 0.0000 7E 156.8 0.9338 12H 8618.5 1.0000
3E 67.2 0.0000 8E 179.2 0.9819 15H 11685 1.0000
6G 80.4 0.0000 2H 396 1.0000    

Table 3 – 64kbps video utility values. 

 



As previously said, MAXILOU tries to apply a user fairness 
policy, and only when it is not possible to fully satisfy all 
users due to the shortage of radio resource, the following 
service priorities are applied: real-time H.263 video (higher 
priority), web, and email; real-time video users with higher 
video bit rates are served first. If a user m is a video user that 
obtained radio resources in the previous JRRM distribution 
round, the condition established in (6) comes first, and the 
video user would be assigned the smin radio resources from 
RAT rmin necessary to achieve its minimum QoS level 
defined by Emin. When such level is achieved, the user m will 
not be assigned additional resources until higher priority 
users (represented by k) surpass its utility value ( )(

min

min
m

r
m su ). 

This constraint is expressed as: 
where (ra,sa) represent the RAT/resources assignments that 
verify ( ) ( ) 0

min

min >− a
r
km

r
m susu a  and (rb,sb) the assignments that 

verify ( ) ( ) 0
min

min ≤− b
r
km

r
m susu b ; this condition is only applied 

when the priority of user k is higher than that of user m. 
According to the defined service priorities, if all active users 
cannot obtain their minimum QoS demand, i.e. there is no 
solution to the JRRM problem modelled, users with the 
lowest priority will be eliminated from the JRRM 
distribution round until a linear programming JRRM 
solution can be achieved. 
 
2.2 MAXILOU performance 
 
The performance of the MAXILOU technique is presented 
in Figure 2. The proposed JRRM algorithm has been 
evaluated in a simulation platform that emulates a 
heterogeneous system composed of the GPRS, EDGE and 
HSDPA networks. The user load is equally distributed 
among email, web and real-time video transmissions. Two 
different scenarios have been emulated: the first one (E1) 
simulates real-time video users with 16, 64, and 128 kbps 
mean bit rates, and the second one (E2) simulates 64, 256, 
and 512 kbps mean bit rates real-time video users. Total user 

loads of 10 and 20 users per cell have been emulated in both 
scenarios.  
Figure 2 depicts the percentage of users per service class 
that achieved the minimum, mean, and maximum QoS 
satisfaction level established in Table 1. Firstly, it is 
important to note that the simulated system conditions result 
in resource shortage situations, and therefore it is not 
possible to achieve high QoS satisfaction levels for all users 
in all scenarios. In this context, Figure 2 shows that the 
proposed aims have been achieved by the MAXILOU 
technique: all services obtain the highest and most 
homogeneous possible QoS levels, and services priorisation 
effects are most notable when the radio resources demand 
increases and homogeneous QoS levels cannot be achieved 
across all service types. When the system load or service 

requirements increase, a lower number of low priority users 
achieve the highest QoS satisfaction levels. Under a system 
load of 20 users, a certain percentage of low priority users 
do not even receive resources to satisfy their minimum QoS 
level, while a high percentage of the most demanding users, 
the real-time video users, achieve their maximum QoS 
satisfaction level. This is due to two reasons. The first one is 
that several services require more than one radio resource 
from the different RATs to achieve their minimum QoS 
satisfaction threshold. The second reason is the fact that if 
low priority users, such as email, were assigned radio 
resources initially assigned to higher priority users to pass 
from their lower QoS levels to higher ones, they will obtain 
a utility value (or QoS satisfaction) higher than that 
achieved by higher priority users, which is not allowed by 
the service priorisation constraint (equation (7)). Therefore, 
MAXILOU serves the maximum possible number of users 
with the highest and most homogeneous possible QoS 
satisfaction levels satisfying system and service constraints. 
A more in-depth analysis of the performance of the 
MAXILOU JRRM technique can be found in [5].   

3. LINEAR PROGRAMMING TOOLS 

The MAXILOU technique models the radio resource 
distribution problem in a heterogeneous system by means of 
a series of linear functions with binary and real variables 
that express the objective and constraints of the studied 
situation. This type of problems referred as MIP problems 
are studied in Operations Research, and several approaches 
have been proposed to solve them [8]. The majority of these 
MIP solver mechanisms are based on the simplex method 
[8]. The simplex method is regularly employed in linear 
programming problems with a large number of real 
variables, and that require computationally efficient 
solutions. The simplex method is an algebraic procedure that 
makes use of the fact that the spatial region containing the 
set of possible solutions is limited by the linear constraints 
present in the problem statement. In these situations, it is 
demonstrated that the optimal solution that maximizes (or 
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Figure 2 – Achieved user satisfaction levels per service class with 
the maximum JRRM policy. 



minimizes) the objective function is placed in a vertex of 
this feasible region. The simplex method exploits this fact 
and searches the optimal solution moving from one to 
another vertex of the feasible region. The simplex method is 
only applicable to linear programming problems with real 
variables, while other methodologies are then applied to also 
consider integer variables.  
One of the most commonly used approaches to solve MIP 
problems due to its performance and computational 
properties is the Branch and Bound (B&B) method [8]. The 
B&B method solves an ordered sequence of reduced linear 
programming problems until an optimum solution is 
achieved. Several problems are derived from the original 
problem by dividing the set of possible values for every 
unknown variable in smaller ones. Then, for each of these 
problems the integer condition is relaxed allowing real 
values for all the variables, and the simplex method is 
applied to solve them. Depending on the solution achieved 
for each subproblem, the given branch can be ruled out if a 
feasible solution can not be achieved, or a better solution has 
been achieved in another branch (or subproblem) and no 
more subproblems will be derived from this branch. This 
process is executed until an integer solution is achieved for 
one of the subproblems and all the other branches are ruled 
out. 
The methodology used in this work to solve the JRRM 
problem is the Branch and Cut method [8], which is an 
improved version of the B&B mechanism that incorporates 
the use of cutting planes. The cutting planes are new 
functional constraints that reduce the feasible solution 
region of the relaxed linear programming problem without 
eliminating feasible solutions to the original MIP problem. 
Additional information about the definition of the cutting 
planes can be obtained in [8]. 
 
3.1 Linear programming solvers 
 
Due to the complexity and cost of solving linear 
programming problems with a high number of variables and 
constraints, several mathematic software tools have been 
developed to tackle this issue. The most widely used tools 
are ILOG CPLEX [9], a commercial software tool, and 
LP_SOLVE [10], a free open source solver. CPLEX is 
highly employed by the research community due to its high 
computational performance achieved through some of the 
fastest and most efficient algorithms to solve mathematic 
optimization problems with high computational 
requirements. On the other hand, LP_SOLVE is released 
under the LGPL (the GNU lesser general public license) 
license, and many researches have contributed to its 
development. 
Several studies have compared the performance of both 
solutions. For example, the work reported in [11] analyses 
their performance for linear programming problems 
applying the simplex method to solve them. According to 
[11], CPLEX results 100 times faster than LP_SOLVE 
executing the simplex method for the evaluated linear 
programming problems. In [12], the CPU and user time 
spent to solve a high number of different MIP problems is 

studied for different linear programming solvers. The 
obtained results highlight the higher computational 
performance of CPLEX compared with LP_SOLVE. For 
example, while LP_SOLVE did not achieve the optimal 
solution to most of the analysed MIP problems in less than 2 
hours, CPLEX solved them in less than 1 minute. 
To analyse the computational performance of the 
MAXILOU technique in real hardware systems, the 
proposed JRRM technique and the tools used to solve them 
have to be implemented in the DSP emulator software used 
in this work and that is presented in Section 4. To this aim, 
having access to the code of the MIP solver is a needed 
requirement, and this is not possible with CPLEX due to its 
commercial nature. For this reason, and despite its worse 
performance, the open source LP_SOLVE solution has been 
used to implement in the DSP emulator platform the MIP 
solver needed by the proposed JRRM technique. In 
particular, this work employs the LP_SOLVE 5.5 version.  

4.  HARDWARE PLATFORM 

The evaluation of the real-time computational performance 
of the proposed JRRM technique has been carried out using 
the TASKING DSP56xxx Software Development Toolset 
[13], which emulates the real-time behaviour of the 
Motorola DSP563xx family. The DSP563xx family provides 
between 100 and 150 million of instructions per second 
(MIPS), and is based on 24-bit fixed-point DSP processors. 
Applications in the TASKING Software Development 
Toolset can be written in C/C++ code, as well as in machine 
code, thanks to C/C++ compiler tools. The main feature of 
the Tasking emulator software is the CrossView Pro 
DSP563xx debugger that allows users to test their 
application code and optimize it. In the debug session, the 
C/C++ code, or the corresponding machine code, can be 
shown and also the value of memory positions, registers, or 
variables can be monitored. Furthermore, the CrossView Pro 
debugger provides some program performance analysis 
tools, such as the Clock Count register (CCNT) and the 
Instruction Count register (ICNT), enabling to measure the 
real-time computational cost of the application that is being 
executed.  
To estimate the real-time performance of the proposed 
JRRM algorithm, the DSP56311 has been selected among 
the DSPs members of the DSP563xx family. The DSP56311 
is widely used in network applications with general filtering 
operations. Like the other DSP56300 family members, the 
Mototola DSP56311 uses a high-performance, single-clock-
cycle-per-instruction engine, a barrier shifter, 24-bit 
addressing, an instruction cache, and a direct memory access 
controller [14]. The DSP56311 incorporates an Enhanced 
Filter Coprocessor (EFCOP) that executes filter algorithms 
in parallel with core operations enhancing signal quality 
with no impact on channel throughput or total channels 
supported. The DSP56311 operates at 150 MIPS, attaining 
270 MIPS when the EFCOP is in use, although the EFCOP 
operation has not been considered in this work. It operates 
with an internal 150 MHz clock with a 1.8 volt core and 



independent 3.3 volt input/output power, and has available a 
total of 128K on-chip memory. 

5. REAL-TIME COMPUTATIONAL 
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

With the aim of evaluating the potential application of the 
proposed JRRM algorithm in real systems, its real-time 
computational performance is analysed in this section. This 
study is based on the DSP56311, which offers 150 MIPS 
using an internal 150MHz clock [14]. The proposed JRRM 
algorithm and the LP_SOLVE linear programming tool used 
to solve the MIP problems have been implemented in the 
TASKING DSP56xxx Software Development Toolset 
(Section 4). Before describing the obtained results, it is 
important to note that the Tasking software provides a 
measure of the computational performance by means of the 
CCNT and the ICNT counters. The DSP563xx family 
datasheet [14] indicates that the DSP incorporates a single-
clock-cycle-per-instruction engine. However, in the 
experiments conducted using the Tasking software, the 
CCNT and ICNT registers provided different values, which 
indicates that according to the Tasking software, not all the 
instructions are executed in a single clock cycle. In this 
context, this work estimates the time needed by the DSP to 
solve the JRRM problem using both CCNT and ICNT 
counters. 
Figure 3 depicts the computational time needed by the 
DSP56311 to resolve the JRRM problems following the 
MAXILOU proposal. The real-time computational 
performance has been estimated using the CCNT and ICNT 
counters. The figure shows the average performance and the 
95 percentile for all the simulated JRRM distribution 
rounds. The real-time needed by the DSP56311 to resolve a 
JRRM distribution round estimated using the CCNT counter 
has been obtained by dividing the number of elapsed clock 
cycles by the frequency of the internal clock. The equivalent 
time estimated using the ICNT counter has been obtained 
dividing the value of executed instructions by the number of 
instructions per second that the DSP is able to execute. The 

illustrated results show that the ratio between the time 
values derived from the CCNT counter and the ones derived 
from the ICNT counter is in average 7 clock cycles. In this 
context, this work uses both estimated times to establish 
real-time performance bounds of the proposed and 
implemented JRRM solution. Using the ICNT counter, the 
average real-time needed by the JRRM technique to found 
an optimum solution when 5 and 8 users are participating in 
the radio resources distribution process is 0.12s and 0.58s 
respectively. With higher user loads, the average time 
increases up to 1.15s. As observed in Figure 4, as the 
number of users participating in a JRRM radio resources 
distribution round increases, the average number of 
iterations executed by the simplex method increases since 
there is a higher number of variables and constraints to be 
considered in the resolution of the JRRM problem. On the 
other hand, the average number of nodes explored by the 
Branch and Cut method only slightly varies with the user 
load, which highlights that the number of iterations is at the 
origin of the increase of the JRRM execution time with the 
user load. The results illustrated in Figure 3 also emphasize 
that the JRRM execution time further increase when 
analyzing the 95 percentile of the emulated JRRM radio 
resources distribution rounds. The observed time estimates 
compromise the implementation of the proposed JRRM 
policy using the LP_SOLVE tool and the DSP56311 
hardware platform.  
The applicability of the proposed JRRM technique can be 
improved with higher performance DSPs commonly used in 
3G base stations where higher capacities and processing 
data rates are required. For example, the TMS320C6455 of 
Texas Instruments is one of the highest-performance fixed-
point DSPs in the TMS320C60000TM DSP family [15]. It 
operates with an internal 1200 MHz clock and works with a 
32 bit word, achieving a high accuracy in arithmetic 
operations. The TMS320C6455 core employs eight 
functional units to achieve maximum parallelism in 
processing 3G algorithms, with each unit capable of 
executing one instruction every clock cycle. Consequently, 
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Figure 3 – Time needed by the Max_MinU algorithm to find a 
JRRM optimal solution using the DSP56311. 
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the TMS320C6455 is capable to execute up to 9600 MIPS, 
and represents then a more attractive solution over which to 
execute the proposed JRRM technique and improve its real-
time computational performance. To estimate the potential 
improvement achieved with the TMS320C6455 hardware 
platform compared to the DSP56311 device, the worst case 
at which no code instructions can be executed 
simultaneously by the eight functional units is considered. In 
this case, only one instruction per clock cycle is executed, 
achieving a gain equal to the ratio between the DSP clock 
frequencies (1200MHz/150MHz). Figure 5 represents the 
execution times that could be achieved with the more 
efficient and powerful TMS320C6455 DSP. Figure 5 has 
been achieved by scaling Figure 3 with the clock frequency 
gain obtained when improving the DSP performance. The 
obtained results show that considering the ICNT counter 
values, the optimum solution to the JRRM problem is 
achieved in less than 0.3s in all the emulated scenarios. 
Figure 6 depicts the cumulative distribution function (CDF) 
of the CCNT derived computational time spent by the 

JRRM proposal to achieve the optimum solution in the 
scenarios considering 8 and 10 users per cell. The data 
depicted in Figure 5 and 6 show that only in less than 10% 
and 35% of the JRRM problems under 8 and 10 user loads 
respectively, the proposed MAXILOU technique requires 
more than 1 second to achieve the optimal solution, and in 
these problems the time spent is not higher than 2.5s. It is 
important to note that further improvements could be 
obtained if several instructions could be executed 
simultaneously by the eight functional units of the 
TMS320C6455 hardware platform. In addition, it is 
important to remember that the hardware implementation of 
the MAXILOU JRRM proposal has been conducted using 
the LP_SOLVE tool, a non-optimal solution that has been 
considered given the possibility to access its source code. 
Higher real-time execution gains could be achieved when 
using the CPLEX algorithms to solve the proposed JRRM 
technique (Section 3.1).  

6. CONCLUSION 

This work has investigated the potential applicability in real 
systems of a JRRM technique based on lineal programming 
optimization. To this aim, the authors have implemented the 
technique in a platform for the real-time evaluation of 
hardware DSPs using a linear programming solver with 
accessible source code. The obtained results show that using 
current powerful DSP platforms, the advanced JRRM policy 
evaluated in this work would achieve feasible execution 
times to be applied in real B3G systems. Additional 
improvements could be further obtained with more efficient 
linear programming solvers. 
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